
Last Resort Structure Building: Agreement and Argument Licensing in Senaya

1. Introduction: In the Neo-Aramaic language Senaya, the auxiliary be (which carries a ϕ-probe)
may be added to a derivation’s structure in order to license a DP that would otherwise fail to enter
into a (required) ϕ-agreement relation. This presents a new case of so-called ‘overflow’, which typ-
ically manifests in the verbal inflection domain (tense, voice, etc.). Classical overflow is amenable
to treatment with last-resort auxiliary insertion to host a stranded inflectional (bound) morpheme
(Bjorkman 2011). We show that Senaya’s ϕ-overflow necessitates a more powerful last-resort mech-
anism whereby a dummy item can be inserted to build a new structural DP-licensing configuration.

2. Data: Both subjects and definite/pronominal objects in Senaya obligatorily trigger agreement
within the verbal complex. There are three canonical aspects expressed through the verbal complex–
perfective, imperfective, and progressive–and each aspect has a fixed number of agreement slots.

The aspects we are concerned with here are the imperfective and progressive, exemplified in
(1)–(2) (agreement bolded) with temporal modifiers that distinguish the aspects. Note that the
verbal complex in the progressive consists of the imperfective plus an enclitic auxiliary, y/ii.

(1) Imperfective: 2 agreement slots
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‘I (will) teach the students (tomorrow).’ 6∼ *‘I teach the students right now.’

(2) Progressive: 3 agreement slots
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‘I am teaching the students (right now).’ 6∼ *‘I am teaching the students tomorrow.’

There are two agreement slots in the imperfective (both on the verb base), and the progressive adds
one more agreement slot, via the auxiliary, which in this instance doubles the subject agreement.

Ditransitives are surprising in several ways. First, even when the meaning of a ditransitive is
imperfective, the ditransitive must be expressed using the progressive verbal complex, i.e., with an
enclitic auxiliary. Second, this enclitic auxiliary agrees with the direct object. Third, ditransitives
(and only ditransitives) are ambiguous between an imperfective and progressive interpretation.

(3) Ditransitive: ambiguous imperfective/progressive
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‘I (will) show you the book (tomorrow).’ ∼ ‘I am showing you the book (right now).’

We present an analysis of this puzzling data following a brief overview of ‘overflow’.

3. Overflow in the inflectional domain: There are two basic types of auxiliary use crosslin-
guistically, termed by Bjorkman (2011) the ‘additive pattern’ and the ‘overflow pattern’. Additive
auxiliary use is exemplified by the English passive and progressive, both of which require the pres-
ence of be, e.g., The bike was stolen (passive), She is stealing the bike (progressive); when a
passive progressive is formed, correspondingly, two bes are required: The bike was being stolen.

Overflow is exemplified by Standard Arabic past tense and imperfective aspect, which on their
own do not require be, but together do (Bjorkman 2011:27–28, from Benmamoun 2000):

(4) a. Darasa.
study.pst.prf.3ms

‘He studied.’

Past Tense 9 be
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b. Ya-drusu.
3m-impf.study
‘He studies.’

Impf. Aspect 9 be

c. Kaana
be.pst.3ms

ya-drusu.
3m-impf.study

‘He was studying.’ / ‘He used to study.’

Past Tense + Impf. Aspect → be

Bjorkman proposes that be is a last-resort, ‘elsewhere’ verb that is realized whenever a bound
morpheme is stranded in a position from which it is not able to unify with the main verb; the
conditions under which this arises (involving “reverse” Agree and language-specific conditions on
head movement) differ per language, resulting in the different profiles of auxiliary use.

Crucially, the realization of be is triggered by an already-extant, semantically contentful mor-
pheme in the syntax (e.g., tense); this is precisely where ϕ-overflow looks substantially different.

4. Analysis of Senaya ditransitives: We propose that ditransitives in Senaya (specifically,
those interpreted as imperfectives) represent an instance of ϕ-overflow: as a last resort, an auxiliary
is added to build new DP-licensing/ϕ-agreement structure.

Recall that subjects and definite/pronominal objects obligatorily trigger agreement within the
verbal complex in Senaya. Kalin & van Urk (2012) argue that this obligatoriness is the reflex of a
DP-licensing mechanism requiring agreement with a unique ϕ-probe, e.g., for Case (Chomsky 2000).
They further argue that imperfective aspect in Senaya canonically involves two ϕ-probes, one on Asp
and one on T, (5). A subject and object can thus each agree: the subject agrees with Asp and then
raises to spec-TP; the object agrees with T. (We do not review their arguments for reasons of space.)

(5) [TP DPSubj Tϕ [AspP Aspϕ [vP DPSubj v [VP V DPObj ]]]]

Ditransitives involve three arguments and so all three (if the objects are definite/pronominal)
would not be able to agree in a canonical imperfective like (5), which only has two ϕ-probes. We
see empirically that the auxiliary (which carries an additional agreement slot/ϕ-probe, (2)) may be
inserted in just these cases to license the lower object, which would otherwise be unable to agree:

(6) [ Auxϕ [TP DPSubj Tϕ [AspP Aspϕ [vP DPSubj v [ApplP DPIndirObj Appl [VP V DPDirObj ]]]]]]

We therefore propose that the auxiliary is inserted in (3)/(6) for its ϕ-probe, as a contentless func-
tional element; the contentlessness of the auxiliary results in a progressive-looking verbal complex
being able to be interpreted as imperfective. This verbal complex can of course also be interpreted
as progressive, in which case the auxiliary was already present (i.e., not inserted for ϕ-agreement).

Notice that the auxiliary in Senaya ditransitives does not get inserted to support a stranded
morpheme. Rather, the agreement morpheme that surfaces on Aux could not have existed until
Aux was inserted, since morphological agreement is a (contentless) reflection of an Agree relation.

5. Implications: Ditransitives in Senaya reveal a case of ϕ-overflow, whereby an auxiliary with
a ϕ-probe is inserted to save a DP from being unlicensed. This last-resort mechanism looks a lot
like Rezac’s (2011:178) R, motivated from crosslinguistic Person Case Constraint (PCC) repairs.
Essentially, R allows the insertion of an uninterpretable feature (via a lexical item already present
in the language) when this is needed for the derivation to converge. The Senaya data presented here
provide independent evidence for the need for a mechanism of this sort from a non-PCC domain,
and further elucidates the nature of the “last-resort” mechanisms that natural language may employ.

Selected references: Bjorkman, B. 2011. BE-ing default: The morphosyntax of auxiliaries. Ph.D.
Thesis, MIT. — Rezac, M. 2011. Phi-features and the modular architecture of language. Dordrecht:
Springer. — Kalin, L. & C. van Urk. 2012. A novel aspect split in Senaya. Presented at CLS 48.
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